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>> PLR is a utility token designed to transition digital information products from 
Web2.0 to Web3.0, granting them a PLR license for comprehensive traceability 
and engagement with the Web3 community within our ecosystem, as well as 
facilitating online teaching and learning. 



>> PLR will primarily be used for downloading digital information products 
within our platform. Additionally, it can be utilized to actively engage with the 
Web3 community in our ecosystem, as well as for online teaching and learning. 

>> With a fixed token supply of 10 billion, there will be no further creation of 
additional tokens. 

You will be registered with your BSC (Binance Smart Chain) wallet address. 
Each wallet address serves as a unique ID for all transactions within our 
community.

You can login the community platform with your registered email address 
instead of your wallet address. 

We ensure that you receive payment from the community and also facilitate 
payments to the community for your services.

>> There are "Steps to verify wallet ownership" at the community center to 
guide you through the process. 

>> You can purchase them from a DEX (Decentralized Exchange) or borrow them 
from the community center through the PLR Web3 Private Channel. 



>> You will earn 50 PLR for each post from the community startup fund during 
the early stage. The rewards will be recalculated once the community generates 
income. 

>> You will earn a 75% payout by referring friends once your friend pays for 
wallet verification. 

>> There are "How to create a poll for your question?" at the community center 
to guide you through the process.

>> There are "how to advertise your new project on this channel" at the 
community center to guide you through the process.  

>> In "PLR Web3 NFT" at the community center, NFT minting is based on the 
number of registered members and the total number of posts. For example, the 
first NFT will be minted for the first 10 registered members and the first 100 
posts (members/posts ratio is 1:10). Subsequently, every 10 new members or 
every 100 new posts will trigger the minting of the next NFT. 

>> No new members registered and no new posts were made, resulting in no 
NFTs being minted. 

>> PLR Web3 NFT holders will earn rewards from the community's incomes. 



>> Private Label Rights Web3 (PLR) is on the Binance Smart Chain Network. This 
means it is much more flexible and fees are much lower than other blockchains 
like ETH. PLR is built for everyone to buy and BNB allows that to happen. 

 



https://twitter.com/PlrWeb3
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